The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Arts

B.S.W. (90 cr.) – required course added, required-course credits increased, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased, how elective courses chosen revised. Rationale: Required course added as requested by professional association; ES comments/corrections: In future, please use the updated program forms on the SCTP Web page;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Computer Science (18 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised; Rationale: Permission is given for students to take a course that program indicates they are not allowed – the statement no longer applies;

B.A.; Supplementary Minor Concentration in Computer Science (18 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised; Rationale: Permission is given for students to take a course that program indicates they are not allowed – the statement no longer applies;

B.A.; Major Concentration in Computer Science (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised; Rationale: Permission is given for students to take a course that program indicates they are not allowed – the statement no longer applies;

B.A.; Major Concentration in Software Engineering (36 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised; Rationale: Exempted course retired some time ago, so statement no longer applies;

B.A. & Sc.; Major Concentration in Software Engineering (37 cr.) – how complementary courses chosen revised; Rationale: Permission is given for students to take a course that program indicates they are not allowed – the statement no longer applies;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Statistics (18 cr.) – complementary course deleted. Rationale: Course content no longer appropriate for subjects taught in this program.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies –These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS

Faculty of Medicine

M.Sc. in Family Medicine (45 cr.) – required courses deleted, required course added, title revised for a required course, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased, elective-course section deleted and their credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses.

Faculty of Science

B.Sc.; Joint Major in Physics and Geophysics (69 cr.) – required courses deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary course section added, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: Renewal among faculty members will add flexibility to the program.

Retirements

Faculty of Arts

B.A.; Honours in Philosophy and Western Religions (60 cr.). Rationale: It is being phased out; ES comments/corrections: Correct program credit weight to read “60”;

B.A.; Joint Honours - Philosophy and Western Religions Component (36 cr.). Rationale: It is being phased out;

B.A.; Major Concentration in Philosophy and Western Religions (36 cr.). Rationale: It is being phased out;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Philosophy and Western Religions (18 cr.). Rationale: It is being phased out;

B.A.; Minor Concentration in Sexual Diversity Studies (18 cr.). Rationale: This program along with another Minor Concentration is being consolidated into one and is being renamed; ES comments/corrections: To ensure program is removed from eCalendar and is closed to admissions, change effective date to 201609; this does not mean students currently in the program cannot finish it; courses for this program must be offered until students have completed the program.
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Retirements
Faculty of Arts [continued]

B.A.: Minor Concentration in Women’s Studies (18 cr.). Rationale: This program along with another Minor Concentration is being consolidated into one and is being renamed; ES comments/corrections: To ensure program is removed from eCalendar and is closed to admissions, change effective date to 201609; this does not mean students currently in the program cannot finish it; courses for this program must be offered until students have completed the program.

B.A.: Major Concentration in Women’s Studies (36 cr.). Rationale: Program is being renamed; ES comments/corrections: To ensure program is removed from eCalendar and is closed to admissions, change effective date to 201609; this does not mean students currently in the program cannot finish it; courses for this program must be offered until students have completed the program.

B.A.: Joint Honours – Women’s Studies Component (36 cr.). Rationale: Program is being renamed; ES comments/corrections: To ensure program is removed from eCalendar and is closed to admissions, change effective date to 201609; this does not mean students currently in the program cannot finish it; courses for this program must be offered until students have completed the program.

B.A.: Honours in Women’s Studies (57 cr.). Rationale: Program is being renamed; ES comments/corrections: To ensure program is removed from eCalendar and is closed to admissions, change effective date to 201609; this does not mean students currently in the program cannot finish it; courses for this program must be offered until students have completed the program.

SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts
CLAS 240 Intro to Classical Archaeology (3 cr.) [PRN 10469]. Affected programs indicated;
POLI 353 Politics Intl Refugee Regime (3 cr.) [PRN 10582]. Affected programs indicated;
POLI 448 Gender and Intl Relations (3 cr.) [PRN 10580]. Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviations revised; revise description to spell out “IR”;
ECON 511 Energy, Economy & Environment (3 cr.) [PRN 9861]; ES comments/corrections: Remove second comma in both titles; title abbreviations revised; restriction removed as ENVR 611 has been retired and had no student enrolment; include affected programs in the first box, as per request in the MSE consultation;
ECON 581 Selected Topics in Economics (3 cr.) [PRN 9859]; GSFS 303 Gender and Disability (3 cr.). Affected programs revised. NOTE to CSO: new subject code. ES comments/corrections: New subject code needs to be defined in the rationale; total number of weeks should be “13”;
GSFS 304 Postcolonial Feminist Theories (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”;
GSFS 305 Crit’l Race&Soc Just Theories (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviations revised; total number of weeks should be “13”; are restrictions really relevant, considering last time topics were offered under other course numbers was 2005 and 2009?
GSFS 306 Queer Theory (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”;
GSFS 307 Indigenous Feminisms (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Indicate “3” hrs/wk for Lecture and total number of weeks should be “13”; if this is truly a triple-prefix course with INDG and CANS, then those units need to submit course revision proposals to revise the restrictions to include “Not open to students who have taken [each has to list the other two courses]”; correct restriction to indicate the correct INDG number [course does not exist in Banner] and the CANS number; APPROVAL OF THIS COURSE IS PENDING SUBMISSION OF COURSE PROPOSALS FOR INDG AND CANS;
GSFS 308 Sex & Gender Minority Cultures (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; is the restriction really relevant, considering last time the topic was offered was 2010? GSFS 400 Capstone:Engag’gFields of GSFS (3 cr.). Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Title and abbreviations revised; total number of weeks should be “13”; revise restriction to include “Honours or Joint Honours programs”;
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SECTION B:  APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Arts [continued]
GSFS 403 Feminisms and the Law (3 cr.).  Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; is the restriction really relevant, considering last time the topic was offered was 2011?
GSFS 404 Politics of Identity (3 cr.).  Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; the second part of the prerequisite cannot be built in Banner.
GSFS 405 Social Justice and Activism (3 cr.).  Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; the second part of the prerequisite cannot be built in Banner; is the older restriction (when topic was offered in 2009) really needed?
GSFS 406 Trans*Feminisms (3 cr.).  Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; the second part of the prerequisite cannot be built in Banner.
GSFS 407 Sex and Gender: New Directions (3 cr.).  Affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; the second part of the prerequisite cannot be built in Banner.
SOCI 501 Capitalism Socialism & Democ (3 cr.) [PRN 10401].  ES comments/corrections: Consultation received that approves the title; prerequisite minimum grade of “B” corrected to “C”.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies – These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS
FMED 610 Found. of Family Medicine (2 cr.) [PRN 10545].  Affected program revised;
FMED 616 Applied Literature Reviews (1 cr.) [PRN 10547].  Affected program revised;
FMED 618 Topics-Pharm-eco,RxSafety&Pcly (1 cr.) [PRN 10548].  Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviations revised;
FMED 619 PgmMgt>GlobHlth&Prim Hlth Care (3 cr.) [PRN 10549].  Affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviations revised;
FMED 702 Adv Doctoral PC Research Semrs (1 cr.) [PRN 10637].  ES comments/corrections: Will this course be available to students in the ad hoc Ph.D. in Family Medicine - if so, should the restriction and effective date be revised?
HGEN 677 Stats Conc in Genet&Genom Anal (3 cr.) [PRN 10496].  ES comments/corrections: Words included in Calendar title added to Official title and abbreviations revised;
RELG 646 Research Project 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10719].  Affected program revised;
RELG 647 Research Project 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10720].  Affected program revised.

Schulich School of Music
MUPD 350 Applied Projects for Musicians (3 cr.) [PRN 10599].  ES comments/corrections: Delete course title from prerequisite.

Faculty of Science
EPSC 520 Earthquake Physics and Geology (3 cr.) [PRN 10340].  Affected programs indicated and one revised; ES comments/corrections: Effective term revised to 201609 to coincide with program revision effective date;
COMP 551 Applied Machine Learning (4 cr.) [PRN 10433].  Affected programs indicated; ES comments/corrections: Hrs/wk should be indicated as 4 because the course’s credit weight is 4 credits; should a restriction be indicated that states “Not open to students who have taken COMP 598 when topic was ‘Applied Machine Learning’?”

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
BREE 252 Computing for Engineers (3 cr.) [PRN 10563] – supplementary info;
BREE 504 Instrumentation and Control (3 cr.) [PRN 10412] – prerequisites.

Faculty of Arts
GSFS 200 Feminist and Social Justice St (3 cr.) – number, title, description, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”;
GSFS 250 Sexual and Gender Diversity St (3 cr.) – number, title, description, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”;
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SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Arts [continued]

GSFS 300 Research Inquiry in GSFS (3 cr.) – number, title, description, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”;

GSFS 301 Current Topics 1 (3 cr.) – number, title, description, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; should the restriction be revised to read “Not open … WMST 301 or WMST 302 with the same topic”?

GSFS 302 Current Topics 2 (3 cr.) – number, title, description, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; should the restriction be revised to read “Not open … WMST 301 or WMST 302 with the same topic”?

GSFS 401 Special Topics 1 (3 cr.) – number, title, description, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; second prerequisite cannot be built; revise restriction to read “Not open … WMST 401 or WMST 402 with the same topic”?

GSFS 402 Special Topics 2 (3 cr.) – number, title, description, supplementary info, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; second prerequisite cannot be built; revise restriction to read “Not open … WMST 401 or WMST 402 with the same topic”;

GSFS 450 Independent Reading & Research (3 cr.) – number, credit weight, consolidation of three courses, description, prerequisites, supplementary info, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “13”; second prerequisite cannot be built; revise restriction to read “Open only to students registered in Gender … programs …”;

GSFS 495D1/D2 Honours Thesis (6 cr.) – number, title, description, supplementary info, prerequisites, corequisite, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Existing title corrected to read “Joint Honours Thesis”, as it was recently revised [approved by SCTP/ES April 10, 2014]; total number of weeks should be “26”; revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken WMST 495D1/D2. Open only to …”;

GSFS 496D1/D2 Honours Thesis (6 cr.) – number, description, supplementary info, prerequisites, corequisite, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Total number of weeks should be “26”; revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken WMST 496D1/D2. Open only to …”;

GSFS 497D1/D2 Joint Honours Thesis (3 cr.) – number, description, supplementary info, prerequisites, corequisite, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Title revised, as internship subject is included in titles of other similar Arts courses; total number of weeks should be “13”; the second part of the prerequisite cannot be built in Banner;”; revise restriction to read “Open only to students registered in Gender … programs …”;

GSFS 499 Internship: GSFS (3 cr.) – number, consolidation of two courses, title, supplementary info, prerequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Title revised; as internship subject is included in titles of other similar Arts courses; total number of weeks should be “13”; should the restriction be revised to read “Not open to students who have taken WSMT 495D1/D2. Open only to …”;

GSFS 495D1/D2 Honours Colloquium (3 cr.) – number, prerequisites, corequisites, restriction; affected programs revised; ES comments/corrections: Title abbreviations revised; total number of weeks should be “26”; revise restriction to read “Not open to students who have taken WMST 495D1/D2. Open only to …”;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

RELG 648 Church History (3 cr.) [PRN 10451] – number, description, administering unit, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Include in the restriction “Not open to students who have taken RELG 530” unless it is not an issue if students take the course again [confirmation needed];

RELG 652 Christian Theology (3 cr.) [PRN 10452] – number, description administering unit, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Include in the restriction “Not open to students who have taken RELG 531” unless it is not an issue if students take the course again [confirmation needed];

RELG 653 Philosophy of Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 10453] – number, description, administering unit, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Include in the restriction “Not open to students who have taken RELG 540” unless it is not an issue if students take the course again [confirmation needed];

RELG 656 Theological Ethics (3 cr.) [PRN 10454] – number, description, administering unit, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Include in the restriction “Not open to students who have taken RELG 541” unless it is not an issue if students take the course again [confirmation needed];

RELG 663 Comparative Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 10455] – number, course activity/schedule type, description, administering unit, restriction; affected program revised; ES comments/corrections: Include in the restriction “Not open to students who have taken RELG 550” unless it is not an issue if students take the course again [confirmation needed]; supplementary info only applies if the course is offered as an intensive summer course – if a normal fall or winter course, then the info must be removed [confirmation needed];

RELG 690 Old Testament Research (3 cr.) [PRN 10556] – credit weight, prerequisite; ES comments/corrections: Revise prerequisite to “None”, as the spanned version of this course was retired;

RELG 692 Res: History of Christianity (3 cr.) [PRN 10557] – credit weight, prerequisite; ES comments/corrections: Revise prerequisite to “None”, as the spanned version of this course was retired;

RELG 693 Research in Christian Theology (3 cr.) [PRN 10558] – credit weight, prerequisite; ES comments/corrections: Revise prerequisite to “None”, as the spanned version of this course was retired;

RELG 694 Res in Phil of Religion 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10559] – credit weight, prerequisite; ES comments/corrections: Revise prerequisite to “None”, as the spanned version of this course was retired;

RELG 695 Research in Ethical Problems (3 cr.) [PRN 10560] – credit weight, prerequisite; ES comments/corrections: Revise prerequisite to “None”, as the spanned version of this course was retired;

Faculty of Medicine

EPIB 507 Biostats for Health Sciences (3 cr.) [PRN 10672] – title, restriction, supplementary info; ES comments/corrections: The second note in supplementary info only applies if the course is offered as an intensive summer course – if a normal fall or winter course, then the info must be removed [confirmation needed];

NUR1 235 Health and Physical Assessment (4 cr.) [PRN 10650] – prerequisites, corequisite;

NUR1 331 Nursing in Illness 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 10651] – prerequisites, corequisite, supplementary info, additional course charges; ES comments/corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info and additional course charges as “None”;

NUR1 332 Nursing in Illness 2 (4 cr.) [PRN 10652] – prerequisite, corequisite, supplementary info, additional course charges; ES comments/corrections: Indicate revised supplementary info and additional course charges as “None”;

NUR1 420 Primary Health Care (3 cr.) [PRN 10653] – corequisites;

NUR1 421 Resources:Special Populations (3 cr.) [PRN 10656] – prerequisites, corequisites;

NUR1 428 Learning and Health Education (3 cr.) [PRN 10654] – prerequisites;

NUR1 431 Community Health Nsg Practicum (4 cr.) [PRN 10655] – prerequisites;

NUR1 432 Community Health Nsg Project (4 cr.) [PRN 10658] – prerequisites;

NUR2 512 Practice and Theory in Nursing (4 cr.) [PRN 10659] – credit weight, prerequisite. ES comments/corrections: If, as per rationale, this course is required by the OIIQ, why isn’t it in any of the Nursing programs? This course is not found in the program indicated in the rationale. Correct course number on the course outline;

Faculty of Science

PHYS 434 Optics (3 cr.) [PRN 10020] – description;
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions
Faculty of Science [continued]
COMP 303 Software Design (3 cr.) [PRN 10437] – title, description;
COMP 350 Numerical Computing (3 cr.) [PRN 10540] – restriction;
MATH 317 Numerical Analysis (3 cr.) [PRN 10539] – restriction;
CHEM 203 Survey of Physical Chemistry (3 cr.) [PRN 10514] – restriction;
CHEM 204 Physical Chem./Biol.Sci. 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10515] – restriction;
CHEM 223 Intro Phys Chem 1 (2 cr.) [PRN 10519] – restriction, supplementary info;
CHEM 253 Intro Phys Chem 1 Lab (1 cr.) [PRN 10521] – description, corequisites, supplementary info;
CHEM 281 Inorganic Chemistry 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10522] – restriction;
CHEM 345 Intro to Quantum Chemistry (3 cr.) [PRN 10526] – prerequisite, restriction; ES comments/corrections:
Restriction revised to read “None” as per rationale;
CHEM 367 Instrumental Analysis 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10527] – prerequisites;
CHEM 400 Independent Study in Chemistry (1 cr.) [PRN 10528] – prerequisites.

Retirements
Faculty of Arts
SDST 250 Intro: Sexual Diversity St (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 250;
SDST 450 Independent Reading & Research (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 450;
SDST 499 Internship: Sexual Diversity St (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 499;
WMST 200 Intro to Women’s Studies (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 200;
WMST 301 Women’s St Current Topics 1 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 301;
WMST 302 Women’s St Current Topics 2 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 302;
WMST 303 Feminist Theory and Research (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 300;
WMST 401 Women’s St Special Topics 1 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 401;
WMST 402 Women’s St Special Topics 2 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 402;
WMST 461 Independent Reading & Research 1 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 450;
WMST 462 Independent Reading & Research 2 (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 450;
WMST 494 Internship: Women’s Studies (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 499;
WMST 495D1/D2 Honours/Joint Hons Colloquium (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 495D1/D2;
WMST 496D1/D2 Honours Thesis (6 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 496D1/D2;
WMST 497D1/D2 Joint Honours Thesis (3 cr.). See proposal for GSFS 497D1/D2;

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies –These proposals have been reviewed and approved by GPS
RELG 520 Biblical Theology (3 cr.) [PRN 10450]. See proposal for RELG 644;
RELG 530 Church History (3 cr.) [PRN 10451]. See proposal for RELG 648;
RELG 531 Christian Theology (3 cr.) [PRN 10452]. See proposal for RELG 652;
RELG 540 Philosophy of Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 10453]. See proposal for RELG 653;
RELG 541 Theological Ethics (3 cr.) [PRN 10454]. See proposal for RELG 656;
RELG 550 Comparative Religion (3 cr.) [PRN 10455]. See proposal for RELG 663;
FMED 609 Practicum in Ethnography (1 cr.) [PRN 10532]. Affected program revised.

Faculty of Medicine
NUR1 321 Acute Stressors & Coping (2 cr.) [PRN 10649].

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP